I. Introduction
One of the main problems in CDMA systems is multiple access interference that limits the capacity of these systems. Multiuser detection is a technique that mitigates this problem [1] . The optimum multiuser detector that was introduced by Verdu had the problem of complexity. To encounter with this inefficiency, many suboptimal multiuser detection techniques are introduced in recent years that most of them can be divided in two groups of linear and non-linear. Linear multiuser detectors include decorrelating and minimum mean square error (MMSE) detectors and parallel interference canceller (PIC), serial interference canceller (SIC) and decision feedback (DF) detector are among the non-linear multiuser detectors [2] . On other hand, in recent years much research has been done on signal processing techniques for transmit diversity over fading channels. For this purpose, many space-time codes are introduced. The first space-time code was introduced by Alamouti [3] that can implement maximum likelihood decoding using linear combination in the receiver. After that, Tarokh et al. extended the Alamouti's work to an arbitrary number of antennas and gave a construction criteria for space-time block codes [4] , [5] . Moreover they introduced space-time trellis codes [4] . Many researches on multiuser detection area consider single antenna links between users and base station. On other hand, almost all-original works on space-time coding have been done for single user systems. Whereas, few papers have been published on the multiuser detection in multiple antenna links or using space-time codes in multiuser CDMA systems. In this paper, we consider space-time block codes in CDMA systems. Our main work is on combining of space-time decoding with multiuser detection in the receiver of CDMA systems. For this reason, we combine various multiuser detection techniques in a multiple input/output CDMA system and propose some new receiver structures.
II. Space-Time Multiuser Detection
In this section, we analyze the receiver structure for synchronous CDMA systems with space-time block codes. The space-time block code that we have selected is Alamouti's code [3] . In this code the number of antennas in transmitter and receiver is two. Our work can also be extended to more than two antennas and the other kinds of space-time codes. In the receiver, the combination of multiuser detection (MUD) techniques, space-time decoding and maximal ratio combining (MRC) are used. We use five MUD schemes, that are decorrelating detector, MMSE detector, PIC, SIC and decision feedback detector. We compare the receivers that use these detectors with conventional (matched filter) receiver. We divide our analyze into four cases: A) One transmit antenna, Two receive antennas B) Two transmit antennas, One receive antenna C) One transmit antenna, Four receive antennas D) Two transmit antennas, Two receive antennas In each of the above cases, we use six types of CDMA receivers and study the general receiver structure. In fig.1 the structure of receiver is depicted. A: One transmit antenna, Two receive antennas In this case, the received CDMA signal in each receive antenna is as follow:
where r p is the received signal at the pth antenna, A k the amplitude of kth user and
is the data bit of the kth user.
is the fading coefficient between the kth user and the pth antenna, C k is the spreading sequence of kth user, n p is AWGN noise on the pth antenna. We can also present the received signal in matrix form as follow:
where
In a conventional receiver, the received signal passes through a bank of matched filters or correlators in which each correlator is related to one of the signature sequences as follow:
Then, we use MRC combining at the outputs of each matched filter and then add them: 
(A.5) Multiuser detector is applied to the outputs of conventional receivers in two antennas for improving the performance of the receiver. For linear multiuser detectors (decorrelating and MMSE), before MRC, the outputs of matched filters are multiplied to a matrix, as follow:
where for decorrelating detector
2 σ is the noise power. For the case of non-linear or multi-stage multiuser detectors (PIC, SIC and DF), in each stage the MAI is computed and subtracted from the received signal. In PIC detector, the MAI duo to each user in each antenna is computed as follow:
and then MRC and interference cancellation by using the outputs of two antennas is performed as follow:
. Here, we use MRC between all stages of multiuser detectors and this can enhance the performance of receiver. The only difference between SIC and PIC is that in the SIC the MAI estimation and subtraction are performed serially. Also, in this detector, at the first, the users are arranged by their received power. In the DF detector, the estimation and subtraction of MAI are performed serially. If F is a lower triangular matrix that obtained from Cholesky decomposition of correlation matrix R, i.e. , 
As SIC, in this receiver, users are ranked in order of decreasing received power levels.
B: Two transmit antennas, One receive antenna
In this case, all users transmit their data on their antennas according to Alamouti's code [3] . The received signals in two consecutive time slots in matrix form are: These MAI are subtracted from the two received signals. The SIC detector is also similar to PIC. The only difference is that the MAI estimation and cancellation is performed serially. In DF detector, in the first stage, we compute the estimate of first (strongest) user as follow: 2 , 1 , ) In this case, the signal is transmitted from two antennas and in two consecutive time slots and is also received by two antennas. In transmitter the user's data are transmitted via two antennas according to methods in equation (1) . In the receiver in each antenna there are two signals in two time slots. Hence: 
h , is the channel coefficient between the mth transmitting antenna of the kth user and the nth receiver antenna. The structure of receiver is depicted in fig.1 . In the receiver, first the signals of two antennas in two time slots are passed through a bank of correlators:
Then the signals from two receivers are added by space-time decoding and MRC combining as follow: 
In DF detector, in the first stage, we compute the estimate of first (strongest) user as follow: 
III) Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results, that demonstrate the performance of combined multiuser detection and space-time block coding in a CDMA system. In the following simulations, we have assumed a K=10-user synchronous CDMA system with random sequences of length N=31. We have assumed that users have equal powers but they are scales such that the total transmitted power is constant in all antenna configurations. Each user transmits its signal through a fading channel using one or two antenna. In the base station, the transmitted signals are received by one or two antenna. Then one of the above described methods is used in the receiver to improve the BER performance of the system. The fading channel is assumed to be a flat Rayleigh fading channel. This fading generated by a complex gaussian distributed random variable with variance .5 per real dimension. Fig.2 demonstrates the performance of various MUD receivers in fading channels using two antennas in receiver (receive diversity). Fig.3 also demonstrates the same performances but in the case of Transmit diversity. It is seen that the performance of transmit diversity is similar to the receive diversity. In both cases, the PIC and DF detectors work better than others. But the performance of each detector is not exactly the same as its performance in the receive diversity. Fig.4 demonstrates the performance of various MUD receivers using four antennas receive diversity and fig.5 demonstrates those performances with two antennas in both side of channel. Here again, the overall performance is the same. But the performance of various multiuser detectors is slightly different in two cases. In contrast to two antenna cases, four antenna diversity (receive or transmit/receive) has more diversity gain.
IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the combination of space-time block coding method with multiuser detection techniques in CDMA systems. We considered a multiple transmitter/receiver antennas CDMA system and derived the structure of receivers that using space-time block coding and various multiuser detection techniques. We also compared these MUD techniques in the same number of transmitter/receiver antennas by computer simulations. The results show that combining MUD and STC can improve the performance of CDMA systems respect to single antenna CDMA systems or STC decoding of multiple antenna CDMA systems. 
